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PRESS RELEASE
KNUD E. HANSEN’S X-GAS PROJECT LEADS 
THE CHARGE IN NEXT GENERATION SUSTAINABLE 
FUEL TRANSPORT & BUNKERING
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The X-gas Project is a series of innovative and 
unconventional, medium-capacity Liquified Gas / Gas  
bunkering tankers designed by KNUD E. HANSEN. The 
flagship design of the project is a 126.5 metre vessel 
with a total cargo capacity of 9,000 cubic metres, split 
between two Type C tanks. The platform, however, is 
highly customizable and can be tailored to accommodate 
a range of tank capacities, as well as various containment 
systems including membrane tanks. 

The most unique feature of the X-gas platform is a low-
profile, forward deck house. This enables the vessel to 
safely approach and pull alongside cruise ships with low-
hanging lifeboats. This also minimizes the need for ballast 
during cargo transfer, thereby lowering operational costs. 
Lastly, the forward deck house allows for larger cargo 
tanks without impeding bridge visibility.

For improved maneuvering and safety, the design features 
two propulsion thrusters aft and two bow thrusters, as well 
as an autodocking system for alongside mooring.

The design features a novel and extremely fuel-efficient 
diesel electric power and propulsion plant consisting of 
one of the most fuel efficient dual-fuel 4-stroke engines 
available. Integrated with the propulsion plant is an 
Energy Storage System (ESS) with a lithium-ion battery 
bank that allows for engine load optimization with reduced 
methane slip. 

The batteries also provide all of the power required during 
cargo transfer, resulting in no emissions or exhaust in 
way of the ship being bunkered, an especially important 
feature for passenger vessels. ►
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Boil-off gas from the cargo tanks is captured and consumed 
in the dual-fuel engines and the energy surplus generated 
can be stored in the batteries. Waste heat from the engine 
cooling water is converted to electric and thermal power 
through a number of ORC (Organic Rankine Cycle) 
waste heat units. As a novel approach, wasted energy 
captured during operation can be stored in accumulators 
and released as required to drive absorption chiller and 
reduce the electrical load onboard. This approach boosts 
energy efficiency to a very high level. 

Another unique feature of the design is an aft ‘energy bay’ 
that allows the vessel to provide containers loaded with 
fuel or stored electrical power to a receiving vessel. It also 
allows the vessel to provide fully charged battery banks 
to remote locations ashore, where current infrastructure 
does not allow sufficient power to be provided. ►
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THE PRINCIPAL PARTICULARS 
OF  THE BASELINE VESSEL  
ARE AS FOLLOWS:
Length (overall) 126.5 meters

Breadth (moulded) 20.5 meters

Design Draught 5.25 meters

Service Speed 13 knots

Ice Class 1A

Deadweight 4,775 tonnes

LNG Capacity 9,000 cubic meters

Crew Capacity up to 16
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION,  
PLEASE CONTACT
Finn Wollesen, Managing Director
Mobile: +45 4084 2575
E-mail: wollesen@knudehansen.com

ABOUT KNUD E. HANSEN 
KNUD E. HANSEN is one of the world’s leading 
independent marine consultancies with more than 80 
years of experience in ship & yacht design, with a proven 
track record in providing unique and cutting-edge solutions 
to the maritime industry. KNUD E. HANSEN employs 
about 100 naval architects and marine engineers in 
Denmark, Australia, Canada, the Faroe Islands, Greece, 
Spain, United Kingdom and USA.

Our approach is based on a combination of continuous 
innovation, the free exchange of ideas with our clients, 
and experience derived from many years spent working 
with every kind of vessel and maritime operator. Using 
these, we apply fresh thinking to each new project and 
tailor solutions that are both state-of-the-art and practical 
to meet the precise needs of each individual customer. ►

www.knudehansen.com

X-GAS HIGHLY CUSTOMIZABLE DESIGN PLATFORM

Through the X-gas Project, 
KNUD E. HANSEN has harnessed 

its vast experience and reputation for 
designing groundbreaking, energy 

efficient ships to create a new platform 
that will support cleaner energy for 

generations to come. 

KNUD E. HANSEN is already expanding 
the X-gas platform to accommodate 

zero emission fuels such as liquid and 
compressed hydrogen to meet the 

growing demand in this sector.
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X-GAS LNG CONFIGURATION
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